
Organize your Company for Growth and Efficiency 

This is the “million dollar” question - no really this is where 
the difference lies between $50,000 a year owner 
operators and 5 million dollar a year Landscaping and 
Contracting firms. So, it's really the 5-million-dollar 
question.  

Both of these companies are doing the same work, but 
one has figured out how to take it to the next level - times 
10. So, what is it that they are doing differently. The bigger 
the company the more organized they are - the less they 
leave up to chance or worse yet - individual decision 
making. I know that sounds horrible but the root of most 
mistakes lies in the decisions made outside of the 
guidance of a system.  

Yes, there are people that are geniuses - you are probably 
one of them :). These people know and understand how to 
make a decision and the impact it will have throughout the 
organization. I mean, not just on a particular project but 
how that will spider web through the company, effect the 
schedules of other jobs, impact the next clients that are in 
line, alter or change the profit margin, effect the work that 
needs to happen on a specific site and how that can lead 
to changes on parallel projects. You know all of that - but 
not everybody does.  

 



A system, on the other hand, will be designed to address 
those issues. A well-planned system will take into account 
many dimensions of the organization and how they cross 
over into each other and effect the overall company 
mission. A good system will minimize individual 
responsibility and accountability when making a decision.  

It will also speed up the process of information delivery 
and streamline your organization. It will provide a clear set 
of directions to every member in your company and 
guideposts so that each person in your organization is 
working on the same page.  

The CEO of a 50-million-dollar corporation was asked how 
they developed their company to that size and he 
responded - "better systems." The larger the company, 
typically, the better the systems that are in place. Can you 
start to see where they are important?  

Every organization is unique and therefore each company 
will have a specific system that will work to optimize it. It's 
not possible to create that system in this program but it is 
possible to generate a generic outline of what that may 
look like which will allow you to customize it to your needs.  

 

 

 



Three easily recognizable systems apply to:  

1. Functions of the company – i.e. service or products 
provided  

2. Challenges of the company - i.e. problems  

3. People and departments within the organization -
creating a standard operating procedure for each role.  

Functions of the company - In landscaping and 
contracting work you are a service provider. The service 
that you actual provide may vary from site to site. But an 
overall procedural system should apply to every service 
your organization provides.  

Determine your main service categories, set up a 
standard operating procedure for a typical scenario.  

A standard field crew may follow these general guidelines. 

1. Check in and check out time, lunch break and duration, 
other breaks.  

2. Tool and equipment controls, who is responsible to 
ensure they are taken care of daily on the site.  

3. Material ordering - quantity and acquisition means. How 
much to order, where is it coming from and who is 
supposed to get it there.  



4. Job site execution - individual responsibility per team 
member, accountable to who? Crew chief or office 
manager. what does each person do and who is 
responsible to make sure they do it correctly?  

5. Time line and guideposts. Expected finish date and 
progress and accountability toward the goal for specific 
site completion.  

These generalizations will work toward almost any 
service- oriented project. It sets up a means to measure 
your progress against what is expected, sets up some 
individual and team responsibility and allows for further 
refinement for your particular needs.  

Streamlining and organizing your jobsite needs to be a 
priority. A well-run job site and crew is the life blood of a 
profitable company. Look at the individual services you 
provide and apply the following guideline and then refine 
it! Create a unique guideline to assist on the various 
categories of work you provide. This should be unique to 
each category of work you do. For instance - if your 
landscaping company does retaining walls - outline a 
specific system for that work. If you do lawn maintenance 
- outline a specific system for that work - so on and so 
forth.  

 



By keeping each system unique and applicable to a 
standard of work you are holding your crews accountable 
against the standard to complete their projects 
accordingly. In short, you have a guideline to monitor their 
progress and a way to keep them on track.  

Systems for Company Challenges (can 
be....challenging) But a good system will excel in this 
area. It is the challenges that offer the biggest hurdles to a 
company’s productivity and over-all growth. Identify typical 
challenges your organization faces.  

Landscaping challenges include:  

1. Breakdowns  

2. Employees not showing up or late  

3. Materials missing or not delivered on site  

4. Unhappy customers  

5. Paperwork or permit problems  

6. Accounts payable and receivable imbalances  

7. More, More and More  

 



Let’s set up a system to deal with just one of these issues. 
We will use “breakdowns” in this case which is equipment 
breakdowns.  

As a service provider an equipment outage can paralyze a 
job site. Typically, our line of work is dependent on having 
the right tools on hand as needed. When this is 
interrupted - so are our projects.  

Creating a system to streamline the repair and keep the 
crews operating can be crucial - especially in crunch time.  

So, let’s say either a mower or a skid loader is broken 
down in this case. It’s a larger piece of equipment and is 
bottlenecking or stopping production until this can be 
resolved and repaired.  

1. Each job should have one crew member who is 
familiar with the equipment - that person should do a 
quick analysis and determine the extent of the issue.   

2. If it’s repairable ‘in house’ get the parts and tools 
needed asap. While that is occurring the remaining 
crew members will be re-allocated to another site or 
sent home until the repair is complete. If it’s a shorter-
term fix for a same day turn around then the crew can 
be granted - extended lunch breaks - or set to do 
maintenance on other equipment. Never allow a crew 



member to do nothing and wait. That will be their first 
instinct - stop it before it becomes habit.   

3. If an outside specialist is needed for a repair, can this 
still be done onsite or will the machine need to be 
delivered to the repair facility.   

4. How long will the repair take and what is available for 
a replacement until that is complete.   

5. Have predetermined repair facilities on hand for each 
piece of equipment. Tires are one call, hydraulic 
hoses another, etc. etc. Each crew chief or member 
should know who to call for which repair.  

Come up with the winning formula that will get your crews 
back in operation the quickest. Put this in writing and hand 
it out to the crew chiefs and employees. They will tend to 
forget the procedure and this will keep them accountable 
for their actions. You will be surprised at how many guys 
like to stand around and watch one person turn a wrench. 
After all they are still getting paid! This general guideline 
needs to be refined and applied to each piece of 
equipment you own. One procedure for loaders, one for 
saws, one for mowers etc. etc. . Although some of it will 
be familiar – some will not - just as each piece of 
equipment is different from another so should the repair 
procedure.  



 
Organize people and departments - Each role should be 
defined with guidelines for minimum requirements and 
achievements to be completed to move up to the next pay 
grade or status level. By creating both a minimal standard 
and potential goals you will see who is barely getting by 
and who is motivated to become more. Do not leave your 
guys guessing what it is they are to do or how they can 
move up the ladder. Label and define each position. This 
helps the overall company determine each person 
responsibilities without name identification adding to 
confusion. It eliminates the – no that’s so and so’s job not 
mine mentality.  

 
Typical positions are –  
1. Field laborer - general employee  

2. Second lead - second in command in the field - and 
back up decision maker to the crew chief. Should be on 
track and in training for Crew Chief.  

3. Crew Chief - typically over sees 4-10-man crews.  
4. Crew Support - maintenance, repair or trucking & 
delivery.  

5. Project Foreman - can be the same as a crew chief for 
smaller projects - BUT on bigger jobs will oversee the 
entire operation- and have multiple crew chiefs or second 
leads under him/her.  



6. Office Project Manager- typically run 2-4 crew chiefs or 
smaller scale projects or one Larger jobsite. Maintaining 
the in-office end of the project.  
7. Estimator and/or Sales. Responsibility will depend on 
the size of the company as one person may meet 
customers and create proposals.  
8. General Office manager - oversee most operations-
sets up accountability for Office project managers.  
9. Secretary/Receptionist. Manages phones, 
appointments, can do general bookwork. Etc.  

This is a very broad spectrum organizational overview. 
What you will find is many people will wear multiple hats. 
Each role even in a smaller office needs to be defined 
with levels of accountability. When the roles are set it 
establishes and refines the system to streamline the 
organization. It allows each person –even in a small 
organization to know where to turn when a question 
arises. Most importantly you are setting the stage for 
growth. As your company expands you can turn to the 
responsibility chart to determine which roles you need 
filled and how to do that. You may notice a pattern. As the 
company expands certain responsibilities may naturally 
be taken over while others are ignored or vacant. These 
holes or vacancies need to be defined and then filled.  

This overview will work to help you go from one man and 
a shovel to a multi crew operation. As you define each 
role you will see that this organizational system is 



expandable to take you beyond just a few crews to 
dozens of crews. Within your organization you will refine 
and customize this chart to optimize it for your company’s 
profile.  

But this won’t happen if you haven’t taken step one and 
defined each role and wrote down the individual 
responsibilities. This is a growth chart, this is an efficiency 
chart- this is not a miracle chart. You must apply your 
base of knowledge and skill to make this work for your 
company. Once the outline is in place this will start to 
refine itself- make sure it does so in line with your 
guideposts or business goals. Often times many 
companies tend to let these grow as they may - kind of 
like a weed in a garden - it’s not exactly what you want. 
Keep all deviations from the system in check. Growth 
within the system is natural but it needs to be in the way 
that optimizes your company’s overall performance. As 
long as the system is growing in line with your goals…let 
it. Once that skews away from the right track use your 
systems to quickly bring your company back on track to 
keep moving in the right direction. A good system will 
have feedback incorporated that allows for quick and 
easy adjustment to make any changes to keep your 
organization running smoothly.  

These guideposts should be accessible on a monthly or 
quarterly basis. Each role within your organization should 



have their own unique systems to create accountability 
for their progress and work.  

Just defining an organizational chart is not the same as 
creating an accountability system for that role. But it is the 
start. Once each role is defined and wrote down-then it 
will become clear which responsibilities that role takes on 
and you can form the system to optimize those roles. Can 
you start to see that defining individual roles and titles 
within a company is the key first step to creating the 
system to streamline your organization?  

It tells each person within your company what their 
individual duties are- cross’s over and lets them know 
who has parallel or accessory roles that work in unison 
with theirs. It automatically begins the process of creating 
preliminary systems and duties and set ups expectations.  

It creates the platform that the rest of your company’s 
organization will develop from as it grows. Take the time 
to initially set up the roles, confirm their duties, craft your 
systems to streamline your operation and you will be 
ahead of many people in the same line of work.  

Of course, a stream lined operation is useless unless 
every member of the team is aware of the procedure. Ink 
is cheap and memories are short. Take the time to write 
down the roles and responsibilities. This will reinforce 
your message and provide a unified guide to any new 
employees entering the organization. It will also clarify 



any confusion that may arise from the established 
members of the team.  

As an owner operator or lead manager you may find all of 
these procedures redundant-maybe even unnecessary. 
But you must realize not many people have the 
entrepreneurial mind frame. The ability, skill, self-
motivation to survive and thrive in a world where you can 
make up your own rules. In fact, the majority of people 
crave and need structure. They have been conditioned to 
exist within a certain framework since elementary school. 
It has been programmed into the majority of people to 
follow certain procedures, to look for answers within the 
rules and to live by those guides-all thanks to the standard 
educational system.  

Although most entrepreneurs can do without systems and 
organizations- most people in general cannot. Most likely 
You are not running a business filled with self-motivated, 
ambitious free thinkers that are all on the same page and 
striving toward one unified goal. A group of people so in 
sync with each other that guidance and clear direction can 
be forgone.  

More likely you will have a group of people that want to 
know what to do. In fact, they need to know what to do - 
they can’t figure that out on their own - if they can figure it 
out on their own - you better promote them!  



Your system is developed for the average person, to help 
them stay on track, to grant clear direction and purpose. 
To free them from the troubles of decision making and 
allow them to work within a framework or guideline. Most 
people will survive with some guidance and absolutely 
thrive with great guidance.  

Use your managerial or entrepreneurial skills to create 
that guidance for them. Give them the chance to become 
they best they can-because you have crafted a system 
that will allow them to use their skills to the best of their 
nature. For most people that only happens within a 
carefully crafted framework. It is time for you to create that 
system and take your company to the next level.  

You have some homework -> coming up with these 
systems is not easy. But it will have a major impact on the 
longevity, prosperity and vitality of your company.  

 


